
As Chair of ZI D-13 UN & CoE Committee I was lucky to get one of  Zontas 20 Ground

Pass for the CSW63. A Ground Pass gives you admission to all the meetings and 

events in the UN building.

Afterwards I also became a member of The Danish Foreign Ministry Delegation where

I represented Zonta together with Governor Dorte Olesen.
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You feel very humble and affected when you sit there in the UN General Assembly 
Hall
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The speeches will be send to you in PDF files
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The statement was about Women`s menstruations. All through history, this has 
prevented women from fully enjoying their human rights. This has to end. 
It was a proud moment to listen to this.
Denmark believes that universal access to cheaper hygiene products and 
comprehensive sexuality education are crucial.
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Focus on those who are most marginalized and vulnerable in society: Identify, 
Understand the reasons, Take action to achive SDG 2030
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Chair woman Kvinderådet (The Women´s Council in Denmark) Nana Højland listens to 

First Secretary Rasmus Jarek Nexø telling about dads leave.
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There were very moving narratives from the speakers.
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Violence and discrimintion against women take various forms and are wide-spread
through all layers of society.
Femicide is generally defined as the murder of women because they are women.
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The elimination of FGM and child, early and forced marriage has been firmly rooted
in the 2030 Agenda for SDG, and now there is a Call to Action for the ”Africa We
Want” as per Agenda 2063.
So it is a huge and very important issue to eliminate these harmful practices.
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You can find lots of informations on the internet about these practices.
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I was invited to this event by a representative from the Office of Global Womens`s
Isues.
In Egypt practice of FGM is now a felony, but there is problems with ”Medicalization” 
of FGM.
Henrietta Fore`s speech will be sent in a PDF  file. 
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Zonta Foundation support: Eid bi Eid project
Jordans UN representative ”We have not oil, but a big heart, we will leave anybody

behind”. It is also about stability in the area.
Jordan is the first arabic country which legislated on Domestic Violence.
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After many discussions about different meenings of words etc. There was this agreed
conclusion.
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A few fotos from some very memorable days at CSW63
Ingeborg Geyer, ZI UN Committee Chairman , and”Gib” Karnchanachari and Ela 
Pandya UN Committees. Leslie Wright and Hanne Friis at Unicef reception. 
Thora Akadottir ,AD, and Ingibjørg Eliasdottir, Iceland
Aysha Emmerson, YWPA obsrvateur. ZI President Suxanne von Bassewitz and Megan 
from HQ. Ute Scholz, Vice President and Megan.
Dorte Olesen and Hanne Friis at The Danish UN Mission. Morning briefing at the UN 
Mission.
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